CH 3: Attacking the Enemy
a) Unit to Unit Combat
b) Attacks on Cities.
c) Attacks on Island Civs.
d) Attacks on Other Civs by land.
e) Movement
f) Effects of terrain, units, etc
g) Summary: Planning a single campaign
First, a word about units - plan to attack mainly with small groups
of 3 to 6 crusaders - veterans, if possible. Non-vet elephants are OK until
you get monotheism, but they will have a hard time if they meet city walls.
Vet ellies might replace crusaders entirely. I will call these various mounted
units ‘cavalry’ (the true Civ2 Cavalry Unit is not part of EC strategy).
Diplomats are very useful for bribing cities after the capitol is down. A
settler can make a colony, perhaps 5 squares from the enemy, from which
you can rush-build attacking units. You don’t need other units, except some
militia.
For true EC, you won’t have time for musketeers, cannons and so on.
Delaying your attack for such units probably doesn’t help anyway, because
you give the AI more time to build up. If you attack before 500AD, you’ll
face relatively weak phalanx/legion type units, with fewer walls, and your
crusaders will shine.
The earlier you can get send out a group of cavalry the better. With
enough practice, you might aim to do this before 500BC. You probably can’t
do much with slower units like catapults or weaker ones like horsemen. If
you get some archers, for example, from your first huts, maybe you can take
a nearby city, but you can’t plan on it.
In general, attack the capitol of each civ first, if possible. Then your
dips can bribe many of the other cities. The first city often seems hardest
to crack, so build up some extra force for that.
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This rest of Chapter 3 focuses mainly on how to use your cavalry to
defeat the enemy, and especially how to take cities. Then we will turn to
long-range planning.
a) Unit to Unit Combat, Terrain and Movement.
The simple rule when you attack the enemy in the field with a crusader
is - you win. A fortified pikeman on a mountain would be an obvious
exception. You might bribe him, or back off and hope he wanders away.
You will lose units mainly when the AI attacks you first. For example,
you have to slog through a forest to get to those ripe un-walled cities - and
a hidden chariot takes out three of your units in a blink.
You have several options to avoid this. Use rivers, roads or triremes if
possible. A crusader can step off a boat onto grass and attack in the same
turn. If you have the time and the units, send a pikeman, explorer or a
warrior ahead of your cavalry. Or, stop your cavalry unit before using all it’s
movement points, which lessens the chance of an ambush. Avoid stacking
units, to minimize the risk. It is usually worth delaying your troops in these
ways for safety’s sake.
b) Attacks on Cities.
This is what conquest is all about. Usually, an enemy tribe starts to
crumble after you take its first city, especially if it is the capitol. Let’s
imagine that you have chosen your target city. How do you attack it?
Build up a strong force before you attack (and we’ll talk numbers in a
just a moment). You will be curious about how many defenders are inside,
but don’t waste a diplomat on investigating a city unless your decision is
really tough. If in doubt, bring in more troops. The troops that are waiting
can fortify about 3 squares away, preferably not stacked (unless you find an
empty fort), preferably on a road/river. Non-vet units might look around
for victims - chances to become vets.
Now, how to approach the city? If it is a coastal city, try to attack it
by unloading from boats onto a nearby grass/plains square and attacking
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the same turn. Or, if there is a road or river into the city, you can amass
troops on it, at a safe distance, before attacking. Without these benefits,
you must plan more. On non-roaded grass, place your troops 2 squares
away, preferably on one of the ”diamond tips” [eg due north] where the AI
cannot see you. Again, try not to stack your units too much (AI bribery is
possible, but rare). You might use a spare warrior/phalanx to fortify a key
square or to block counterattacks.
It is unlikely that the city will be completely surrounded by forests,
hills or mountains. But, if so, amass extra troops 2 squares away and
move them up to the city all on the same turn. If you suspect the AI has
elephants/catapults inside such a city, try to fortify a pikeman or two near
such a city first. If you don’t care about reputation, this kind of city might
be a good place to lose yours (make peace and sneak attack).
If the city is not walled, you can expect most of your attacks to succeed.
Typically such a city will have 2 defenders, such as archers. With luck, you
can take the city with 2 crusaders, plus 1 horseman (or whatever) to enter.
With roads, or against a small city, you might even succeed without the
third unit.
At your own risk, you can even send a lone vet crusader out against
small unwalled towns (c3 or less). If the civ is too poor to rush-build, you
may be able to remove the defender the first turn, and enter the town on
the next. If it has two defenders, you probably lose.
Walled cities tend to be bigger, with maybe an extra defender, depending on whether you have worn the enemy down in the fields. Plan to use at
least 6 vet.cru’s on a size 5 walled city, which I call a c5+. Remember that
a city on a river will be tougher, so add a couple of attack units for that.
More rules of thumb - Attacking with non-vet ellies against c4 (no
walls), plan to use 4 units. For size 5, plan to use 5 ellies, and so on. Don’t
attack walled cities with non-vet units. A crusader is worth about 20-25 per
cent more than an ellie. Attacking with less than advised becomes chancy,
so only try it a few times per game. If you have other units only 2-3 turns
away, it is usually wise bring them in before the attack, to raise your odds.
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Solo suggests these rules of thumb: ”For cities without walls, 4 nonvet crusaders are plenty for taking out cities with 2 defenders and 6 will
be enough for bigger cities with 3 defenders. For walled cities, about 12
provide enough cushion to assure victory.”
Here are some statistics you might use to form your rules.
TABLE I. Factors that depend on City Size:
Size

Frequency Defenders

Veterans

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4
9
12
3
1
0
2

1
1.5
2
2
2.5

0
0.2
0.3
0.5
1

2.5

1

This data comes from 31 cities from 4 of my games, all from 400BC
to 300AD. As you can see, there were 12 c4’s, which had an average of 2
defenders each, including 0.3 veterans (on average). I counted warrior as
0.7 units (but they were not too common). Roughly 10 per cent of the
cities had walls. The average city size grew from 3 to 4 over a period of
about 150BC to 250AD. The average number of defenders per city grew
from about 1.6 to 1.8 over that period.

TABLE II. Number of attacking units required to destroy a phalanx.

el
cru
v.el
v.cru

2
1.8
1.5
1.2
1

3
2.7
2.2
1.8
1.5

5
3.5
2.8
2.3
2.2

4

6
4.0
3.0
2.4
2.3

The numbers across the top are the number of bonuses (+ 50 per cent)
the phalanx has. For example, the column under the ”2” might represent
a phalanx that is 1) fortified and is 2) a veteran. If it is also on a river,
look under column ”3”. Since city walls add 200 per cent, count that as 4
bonuses.
I have left out some columns, obviously, and do not claim the numbers
are terribly accurate. These stats are based on tests of about 10-20 attackers
starting out adjacent to a city with about 4 defenders. They do not include
losses you might suffer getting into attack position. You will need an extra
unit to enter the city, and should include extra attacking units as insurance.
How to use the chart? Ex: Let’s assume you are attacking a c4+ with
vet ellies. Table I suggests the city has 1.7 non-vet defenders and 0.3 vets
(which we should assume are fortified, making them types 1 and 2). The
walls add 4 to each type. So, Table II suggests you need 2.3 x 1.7 units for
the non-vets, and 2.4 x 0.3 for the vets, which is 4.63 ellies. Use no less
than 5 vet ellies (I’d suggest 6) for attacking, plus any available unit for
entering. Expect to lose 2.63 ellies (on average) in the process.
You might run into a city that defies the odds. It might have 6 units
waiting for you. It might have built an early barracks, and have 3 vets
inside. It might have pikemen with extra bonuses. So, build up a larger
force than suggested, if you have time, and watch for clues that a city is
going to be trouble. [You see traffic, the civ has feudalism, etc].
You can try using dips to sabotage enemy walls. I haven’t studied this
option very carefully yet, but estimate that most walled cities will have
just one other improvement, and your first dip has about a 40-50 per cent
chance of getting the walls down. If you can use more dips on the same
turn, your odds go way up. The production cost of the dips you lose this
way is probably less than what you’d lose in a direct attack (not sure).
After the capitol is down, is it easier and faster to bribe cities than
to attack them (but do some of both, to keep costs down). Some typical
costs are: c1 = 60g, c7 = 350g, a vacant c2 = 50g. Also, you will probably
rush-build the dip, adding about 60g to your cost.
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After taking a city, sell the improvements (you can keep barracks/walls
a while). I usually change the production to dips unless I really need something else. It is rare that the AI will try to retake/bribe the city very soon,
but watch out.
c) Attacks on Island Civs.
These are not too different from continental attacks, so read this section
and the next one together.
Recommended strategy: After using MPE to get a map of the island,
send two boats (four crusaders) to capture a city within one square of the
sea. Ideally, it should be about size 3-5, without walls, so that you can win
it without razing it. Choose the capitol, if possible. Once you take this
outpost, you can heal up and rush-build more units (mainly diplomats if it
was the capitol).
This works faster if you have back-up units on the way when you take
that first city (this is also good insurance against disasters at sea). The
plan can fail if the city builds walls during your voyage. But hopefully you
can find another victim city, or will start so early that this doesn’t happen
too often.
It is pretty risky to try this with less than four units, or even with 4
virgin ele’s. If you haven’t made enough ele’s yet, you might send a settler
along instead, to colonize. It is really annoying when the AI (at peace) asks
you to withdraw your troops from an AI city’s ZOC, but a nearby colony
makes this less of a problem. Instead of a settler, you could send a diplomat
to bribe the first enemy city. If the enemy has no good target city on the
coast, you can easily modify any of these options, but travel over land is a
bit slower and riskier.
After landing, your boats can either return home, or disband for shields,
or hang out. I usually let 1-2 boats hang out, in case my units conquer the
island in time to move on to another target. Don’t worry too much about
leaving defenders or militia behind.
A typical island invasion takes about 5-10 turns and costs about 400g.
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You’ll get some of that gold back.
If the civ has the Great Wall, all the cities get city walls (in effect). So,
take out the wonder-city ASAP to get the GW yourself. You might even
decide to build the GW before an AI does, but that’s a lot of shields you
could spend on units.
d) Attacks by land: Case Studies
This applies to civs on your continent, and to nearby island civs which
you plan to attack by ferrying troops across a channel. These invasions tend
to be a bit slower unless there are good roads, so you may want to treat
these like island civs and attack by sea if you can. But you might choose a
land attack anyway, so you can deliver more troops, so
- you are less dependent on bribes
- you can move on sooner to another target.
About 10 attack units is typical. The main delay is amassing enough
units near the capitol, but then it is usually over quickly. Another option
is a blitz attack starting at a boundary city with about 4 vet.cru’s (before
walls). Send or build more units asap.
One useful strategy here is to make outpost cities near these civs, probably during peacetime, about 15-20 turns before you really need to attack.
It’s a good use for excess settlers, and the inevitable border skirmishes usually work in your favor. Try to settle about 5 squares away from the enemy,
on the side nearer your homeland, and prepare to defend.
Movement Tips: When a road is being built, let the settlers take their
turn first, before other units. Use the ‘pre-rushed settler’ trick if you like.
Also, if you are undecided about where to send a unit, let it go last. Making
cities on hills/swamps etc can speed up a road, especially late in the game.
If the enemy is poor, with small towns scattered across grasslands,
consider the risky lone-crusader idea from part c).
e) Summary: Planning a single campaign
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Assuming the civ is about 4 cities and is not walled or spread out, you
will need about 6-8 units to take over. The first 4 should arrive together
and attack together. Some of the others may be rush-built later, especially
in the case of a big distant island civ. The invasion will probably be over
within 10 turns after you arrive, or about 4-5 turns after you near the
capitol. Reserve about 400 gold if you expect to rush/bribe, but expect to
get a lot of that back. As discussed in Ch 4, you may move your best troops
on, before victory is complete, especially if it is not urgent.
Add 2-5 turns to your estimate if the civ is spread out, has more cities,
or has few roads. Try to use your speedy dips in these cases. Add a few
units if the civ has feudalism (pikes), walls, or some other scary feature.
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